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Program Notes
Johann Sebastian Bach - Partita [a], BWV 1013
At the pinnacle of his instrumental chamber music writing J.S. Bach wrote what is referenced
today as Partita in A minor while he was nearing the end of his stay in Kothen where he was the
Kapellmeister for Prince Leopold. This is important because Bach was not working for a church
during this time and he was not under the intense demands that come with working such a
position. The original title of this piece was “Solo pour la Flute traversiere” and the original date
of composition is unknown. Due to the technical advancements of the flute part writing, it is
believed to have been completed between 1717 and 1724. This partita is Bach’s only known
musical work for solo flute. The four movements of the partita are all dance movements and are
labeled with French spellings: Allemande, Corrente, Sarabande, and Bourrée angloise. This work
is essentially a collection of musical pieces. The Allemande sounds like a prelude to the Corrente,
a running dance. The slow and expressive Sarabande marks the third movement of this piece and
the fourth and final movement is lively and energetic. This partita shows off the talent and
musical maturity of its players because a flutist needs quick and steady fingers, a lot of breath
control, and knowledge of how baroque repertoire was interpreted for the flute.
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach - Sonata [a], Wq. 132/H. 562
Taking inspiration from his father’s Partita in A minor, C.P.E. Bach wrote his Sonata in A minor
in 1747. The original title of this work was “Sonata per il Flauto traverso solo senza Basso.” This
sonata, like the partita, is another one of the earliest examples of solo flute music in the Baroque
era. This three movement work begins in a peculiar manner in which the first movement is a slow
“Poco adagio” and the next two movements are fast. C.P.E. Bach approached his music with
empfindsamer Stil which means “sensitive style.” His compositions are expressive, dramatic, and
tumultuous. The first movement of this sonata has wide leaps in intervals as well as stark dynamic
shifts. The last two movements of this work are quick and expressive with running sixteenth notes
that move the piece along steadily.

